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TAbLe Of CONTeNTs

gROuNd RuLes:
as members of the audience, you play an important part in the 
success of a theatrical performance. please review the following 
theatre rules with your students prior to your LKtYp visit.

• Food, drinks, candy and gum are not permitted in the theatre. 
• LKtYp is a nut-free zone. many children have severe life-

threatening allergies; no peanutS or nut products may 
be brought to our theatre.

• no electronic devices are permitted in the theatre because 
they affect our sound system. photography, audio and video 
recording during a performance is prohibited by the  
Canadian theatre agreement. 

• Students are not permitted to leave the theatre unless they 
are accompanied by an adult.

THeATRe Is A TwO-wAy 
exCHANge:
actors are thrilled when the audience is engaged and 
responsive. we want you to laugh, cheer, clap and really enjoy 
your time at the theatre. However, please be considerate 
audience members. talking, whispering and excessive 
movement during a live performance is distracting for the 
actors, and disruptive for other audience members.

enhance your visit by encouraging your students to look at 
different aspects of the production. before the show, identify 
tasks for your class. Have one group of students looking at the 
set, another listening for the music and sound effects, a third 
watching the lighting and a fourth, the costumes. Compare 
notes after the show about what they observed. Your students 
will be more informed and they’ll be surprised by how much 
they noticed. ask them to be prepared with one question for 
the actors after the show. brainstorm with them about possible 
topics to get the most out of the experience!

LIve THeATRe Is AN 
ACTIve expeRIeNCe!
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A L

sTRANds ANd CuRRICuLuM CONNeCTIONs 
CURRICULUM CONNECTIONS: Dance, Science, Social Studies

In addition to DRAMA 

CHARACTER EDUCATION CONNECTIONS: Empathy, Respect, Teamwork

THEMES: Bullying, Cooperation, Overcoming challenges

THe sTudy guIde
THeMATIC OveRvIew

This Study Guide will help you to prepare your students to see the play and to work the performance into 
your curriculum. In addition to the general areas listed below we have identified curriculum expectations that 
relate directly to i think i can. Often activities will satisfy two or more expectations in content and form. For 
example, a Drama activity can be used to explore science phenomena and a Science activity can be used to initi-
ate a drama scene. It is our objective to suggest ideas for the creative, intellectual, social, physical and emotional 
development of your students. We believe that live art appreciation and drama/dance activities are vital to a 
child’s development!

SS

and LANGUAGE ARTS , i think i can directly relates to student development in the areas of:

l-r:.tammy.nera,.melody.johnson,.tangara.jones.|.photo:.daniel.alexander.photography

SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY: Understanding Gravity, kinetic Energy and Motion

SOCIAL STUDIES: Relationship, Rules and Responsibilities

ST
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syNOpsIs
Told through red-hot, urban tap, i think i can is set in the turbulent world of classroom cliques and schoolyard 
politics. Tip, a boy with a disability, and his friends, struggle with the class bully and the ambitions of their science 
teacher. With the grand prize at the science fair on the line, friends and enemies vie for dominance. This award-
winning show returns to LkTYP due to overwhelming demand after its sold-out run in 2007.

I THINK I CAN COMMIssION THIs!
The development of i think i can began with a phone call I made to 
Florence Gibson, a playwright whose work I admire, asking her if she 
would be interested in writing for young audiences. She practically 
said, “I’ll be right over”. She brought me an outline of a story that 
would explore schoolyard bullying, the individuality of all of children, 
and the thrill of science, especially the laws of motion and the theory 
e=mc². What startled me in her presentation was her desire that the 
story be told entirely in tap dance. 

Discovering that Florence was a lover of tap who had only briefly 
explored it in some beginner tap classes, I realized her idea needed a 
collaborator.  And I really had trouble imagining tap as a good vehicle 
for storytelling. Could I actually commission a play that could not be 
fully written down on paper but had to be “written” in movement? 
Despite my doubts, I asked around to find someone who might have 
the background to create, in tap and rhythmic dance, the kind of show 
Florence was proposing.

Shawn Byfield was recommended to me by choreographer Nicola 
Pantin, with whom I had just worked on our 2003 production of 
Jacob Two Two. Uncertain of what to expect, we organized a three-day 
workshop led by Shawn and six dancers – including Nicola, David 
Cox, karla Jang, Jane Johansson, Randy Ganne and Allan Craik. 

This adventurous and energetic group of people explored several 
scenes in Florence’s outline. After awhile, we brought our staff in 
to watch and give us feedback. They said, “I think I saw a disabled 
boy”, and “something about homework”, and “was that something 
about science?” We felt encouraged but we knew we had to be more 
specific. So the rest of the workshop was spent on just the  
opening scene.

Again, we brought staff in to watch what had been created and this 
time they seemed to get every action in the scene, even though there 
was no dialogue. Buoyed by this, we commissioned both Florence and 
Shawn to co-create, through many more workshops (and meetings), 
this very physical and imaginative new work for theatre.

The road of creation is often daunting because it requires constant 
adaptation, learning, cooperation, and a willingness to go beyond your 
previous experience. What I have admired about the large group of 
people who have collaborated on this project is their ability to keep 
the faith: to be daring, to debate and to believe in power of movement 
(and the sounds it can make) to express complex and lengthy 
conversations. I hope you will be as impressed by their work as I am.

Allen MacInnis,  Artistic Director of LkTYP

THe COMpANy
THe CAsT CReATIve TeAM

NON-veRbAL THeATRe
i think i can joins Canada’s rich body of non-verbal theatre creation, 
a tradition that is not easily categorized due to the blending of differ-
ent theatrical forms. Also known as movement theatre, dance the-
atre and theatre of acrobatic movement, non-verbal theatre strives 
to tell stories through means beyond the text. Canadian theatre 
companies like DynamO Théâtre and Theatre Gargantua are leaders 
in the international tradition of non-text based creations. It is the 
work of the body, unique movement sequences and the use of sound 

that ultimately become the language of these physical pieces of the-
atre. The plays’ structures and stories are often developed through a 
collaborative process, rather than by a single author. i think i can is 
the creation of a playwright, a choreographer, a director and a team 
of tap and modern dancers. Together they have crafted a work that 
uses minimal text and relies heavily on non-verbal cues to weave the 
play’s solid narrative structure. The result is a dynamic addition to 
the Canadian canon of non-verbal theatre.

kyle Brown
matthew G. Brown
David Cox
melody Johnson
Tangara Jones 
Jamie mcRoberts
Tammy Nera
Jennifer Stewart
Tosh Sutherland

Alexander/Big Boots 2
Newton/Big Boots 1

Biow
Teacher/Dad

Frufie
Joule/Big Boots 3

Faraday
Belle

Tip

Co-created by Florence Gibson and Shawn Byfield
Conrad Alexandrowicz
Shawn Byfield 

Julia Tribe
Jacob Niedzwiecki
Cathy Nosaty
Bradley A. Trenaman 
Stephen Colella and  
Allen macInnis
kyle Brown
Giselle Clarke-Trenaman
Dustyn Wales

Director
Choreographer

Set and Costume Designer  
& Projection Collaborator

Projection Artist/Technician 
Original Music & Sound Designer

Lighting Designer
Dramaturgy

Dance Captain
Stage Manager

Assistant Stage Manager
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TIp’s AbILITIes

discuss the following with your students:
• Why is it important to learn about people with disabilities?
• Do you know someone with a disability? Does it make you feel differently towards them? 
• Are disabilities always visible? 
• In what ways does Tip excel in the classroom and in the schoolyard? 
• Who are the two people that help Tip feel more comfortable with himself?
• How is Tip excluded or included in the classroom and the schoolyard?

discuss the following with your students:
• Biow is a bully, but he clearly isn’t insecure. Why does he bully Tip and the other students? 
• At the end of the first scene in the schoolyard, Biow causes Tip to fall down without actually touching him. 

How does Biow make Tip fall?
• Biow threatens the others students with his actions. How are threats different from actual violence?
• Why is Frufie the only one who tries to stop Biow when he bullies Tip? 
• Who are the bullies who are powerful enough to bully Biow? 
• Why do you think Tip and Frufie help Biow when he was so mean to them? 
• What role does the Teacher play in the classroom bullying?

exeRCIses fOR THe CLAssROOM
Please remind your students to be sensitive to the personal nature of some of these questions to make the 
classroom a safe space for discussion. 

Augusto Boal’s Theatre of the Oppressed methodology includes a substantial number of games and techniques 
that focus on visual communication through a complex use of dramatic tableaux. Sub-titled “image theatre”, 
this branch of popular theatre is especially suited to exploring issues of power struggles and inequality. The 
following are adapted exercises* that will help you and your students to “discuss” the topics in i think i can 
non-verbally.

* See Boal’s Games for Actors and Non-Actors for a comprehensive study of Image Theatre.

i think i can presents the bully scenario and its predictable outcome in an original manner. For one, Biow is a 
gifted student who seems to have little cause for bullying. 

i think i can also presents the issue of people with disabilities in an empowering way. Tip has a disability and is 
also very talented. 

fOR dIsCussION
bIOw, THe buLLy

IMAge THeATRe

costume.designs.by.julia.tribe
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1. Ask your students to sit on the floor facing an open space that will serve as “the stage”. 
2. Step into the space with a plastic bottle, announce, “This is not a bottle” and use the bottle to suggest 

another object. Ask “What is it?”
3. Prompt the students to say “It’s a ____________ .” 
4. Hand the bottle to another student who will say “This is not a bottle” and use the bottle to suggest another 

object.
5. The other students will reply “It’s a ____________ .”
6. Continue until each student has had a turn. Students may go up more than once if they have more ideas. 

The game should move along quickly to encourage “visual thinking”.
7. Once the bottle ideas have been exhausted, introduce a chair and play, “This is not a chair.”
8. Lastly, introduce a table and play, “This is not a table”
9. After the game discuss the plethora of objects created: e.g., the bottle became a pipe, a comb, a flute, a gun, 

a shovel, the chair became an umbrella, a house, a motorcycle, a shoe, the table became a surfboard, a bed, 
a movie screen, etc.

1. Ask your students to work in pairs and decide who is A and who is B.
2. A will be the sculptor and B will be the clay.
3. A sculpts B into a statue by gently manipulating B’s limbs or silently showing her/him how to pose. Facial 

expressions should also be included.
4. Ask all the B’s to stand in a group, maintaining their poses, as an “image”. 
5. Discuss possible relationships between the statues. 
6. Introduce the notion of “power”. Which is the most powerful statue? Which is the least powerful statue?
7. Switch A and B roles and repeat 1. to 6.

In i think i can, the children play a game where a baton is transformed into different objects simply by the way 
it is used by each character.

Use this exercise as a warm-up for more complex image exercises. There is no talking during the exercise.

THIs Is NOT A bOTTLe

sCuLpTINg

1. Create a space in the classroom that will be “the stage”.
2. Ask your students to think about a scene in the play where one character is bullied by another. 
3. Without talking, one student will lead other students onto the stage area and gently sculpt each person into 

an image that represents the scene (e.g. Biow intimidates Tip and mocks his disability.) 
4. The student who is sculpting the image will place her/himself as the character who is bullied.
5. Ask the students to hold the image for a few seconds and then, through five distinct movements, they will 

create an image where the oppressed character is in a position of power. This will be the “ideal image”. 
6. To dynamize the image of oppression into the ideal image, the teacher claps five times.
7. Discuss the change from the initial image to the final image. Ask your students how it could be achieved in 

the world of the play. 
8. In your own school, and assuming that scenes like this play themselves out in the schoolyard, what steps 

could be taken to effect this “magical” change?

i think i can has several scenarios where a character is oppressed by another character. In this exercise, 
students will create an “image of oppression” and, through dynamization of the image, will transform it into 
an “ideal image”. Depending on the maturity level of your students you may choose whether or not to use the 
word “oppressed”. Emphasize that physical and emotional safety must be observed at all times. Image creation 
should be done quickly to encourage “visual thinking” – students should not have time to think in words (verbal 
language) and then translate into images (visual or non-verbal language). Finally, remind your students to be still 
with energy so that the image is “alive”.

THe IdeAL IMAge
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d = v x t f = m x a

Mach I = 340.3 m/sec

Mach II = 680.6 m/sec

Mach III = 1020.9 m/sec

quantum leap

e = mc2

science fair

first prize

science

gravity g

g= 9.8 m/sec2

centripetal force

mass m

acceleration a

force f

inertia i

velocity v

distance d

speed of light

detention

c = 299,792,458 m/sec

approximately 
300,000,000 m/sec

3 x 108/sec

wORds ANd fORMuLAs fOR wORd wALL (see page 8)
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Using the following words and formulas (page 7) from i think i can, create a “Word Wall”. 

Ask your students to group the words and the formulas into two categories. Then, working in groups, they can 
create a glossary of the terms and write original sentences using one term from each category. 

Ask them to share their work with the class.

wORd wALL

Materials: 
Disposable coffee cup with a lid, water

1. Poke a hole in the bottom of the cup. 
2. Cover the hole with your finger, fill the cup with water and then cover the cup with the lid. 
3. Hold the cup up high over a sink, uncover the hole and the water will gush out. Now ask your students 

what would happen if the cup was released: Would the water flow faster or more slowly out of the cup?
4. Refill the water in the cup, hold with your finger and release. 
 
what happens? 
The water will remain in the cup as you drop it. In the first instance, gravity pulls on the cup and the water, but 
the cup is held in place, hence the water falls. In the second instance, the gravity acts equally on both and neither 
is held, hence they fall at the same rate.

hole

Though Newton’s theory of gravity deals mainly with planetary bodies, and though gravity using general relativ-
ity has proven to be more correct, the basics of Newton’s theory of gravity can be expressed in this simple 
manner: 

Every planetary body, including the Earth, is surrounded by its own 
gravitational field, which exerts an attractive force on any object. 

The following activity is a means to demonstrate this theory.

NewTONIAN gRAvITy

wATeR fALL 
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Materials: 
Rubber band

1. One way to demonstrate potential energy is using elastics. Stretch a rubber band and hold it. The rubber 
band in this state is displaying potential energy. 

2. Aim the rubber band at a wall and release it. The rubber band shooting forward at the wall is an example of 
kinetic energy.

3. Ask your students to identify at what point the rubber band has potential and kinetic energy.

Materials: 
Basketball or other bouncing ball, hard floor to bounce ball on

Hold a basketball in front of you and then release it on to the pavement. kinetic energy is created by gravity as 
the ball is pulled toward the earth. As soon as the ball hits the ground, the kinetic energy is converted into po-
tential energy, which allows the ball to bounce back up into the air. This process will repeat until only potential 
energy is left.

Ask your students:
• to identify what type of energy the ball possesses at any specific point in the process, especially when it hits 

the ground.
• the height to which the ball bounces lessens each time. Why doesn’t it bounce back to the same height?

Materials: 
A small apple with a stem, string, a high place to tie the string

1. Tie the string to a high place and then to the stem of the apple, (or any other item you 
can easily tie a string to).

2. Ask a student to place their back against the wall and ensure they don’t move. 
3. Ask them to take the apple on the string, bring it up to their forehead and release it. 

Even though it will look as if the apple should come back and touch their face, it won’t.

Before releasing the object, ask the students if the object might hit the person releasing 
the object.

• What is creating the potential energy?
• Where are the points along the journey that the energy changes from potential to 

kinetic energy? When does it change back? 

The term kinetic energy comes from the Greek word kinesis, which means motion. While there are many types 
of energy in existence, such as gravitational energy, chemical energy and heat energy, all forms of energy can be 
grouped into two main classes: potential energy and kinetic energy. 

Potential energy is defined as an object waiting to become energy. Any 
object that exists within the gravitational field of the earth can be 
said to have potential energy.

Kinetic energy is defined as an object with some mass in motion. Any 
time an object is moving, it has kinetic energy.

The following activities are different examples that will allow your students to identify potential and kinetic energy.

KINeTIC eNeRgy

RubbeR bANd ReLeAse 

bOuNCe

peNduLuM Of peRIL
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Materials: 
A cup, an index card, a penny

1. Place the card on top of the cup. 
2. Take the penny and place it on the center of the card. 
3. Without lifting the card, try to get the coin into the cup. 

Ask your students what is the best procedure to get the coin to fall in the cup. Ask them what makes that 
method work best.

Materials: 
A small cart or toy car, small weight, rubber band

1. Loop the rubber band around the back of the car. 
2. Mark a starting line for the car on a flat surface. 
3. Place the car at the starting line. Have one person hold the car in place, while  

another person pulls the rubber band as far ahead of the starting line as possible. 
4. The person holding car lets go, and the car should move forward. Measure the  

distance from the starting line to the car.
5. Attach a weight to the car and repeat steps one to four. Continue adding weights and 

repeating exercise until the car hardly moves or you run out of weights. 

Ask the students to explain why the car will not accelerate as far.

LAws Of MOTIONs
LAw Of INeRTIA

LAw Of ACCeLeRATION

rubber band

starting line

pull
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Materials: 
An empty milk carton, a string, a pin, water

1. Using the pin, poke a hole in the bottom left hand corner of 
each of the four faces of a 2-litre milk carton. 

2. Now poke a hole in the top flap of the milk carton.  
Tie a string through this hole. 

3. Get a volunteer to cover the holes with her/his fingers.  
Once the holes are covered, pour water into the carton. 

4. Suspend the carton over the sink by holding on to  
the string only. 

5. Now have your volunteer remove her/his fingers from the 
holes. The carton will begin to rotate as the water escapes. 

Ask your students to explain why the carton spins.

LAw Of ReCIpROCAL ACTION

string

hole

four holes

This group choreography exercise will teach your students to 
connect separate movement pieces into a whole choreography.

1. Ask your students to stand in a circle, arms’ length apart.
2. One student creates a movement; all the students repeat it.
3. The next student repeats the first movement and adds her/his 

own; again the entire group repeats the sequence.
4. Continue this pattern, with each student repeating all of the 

movements made by the others and adding her/his own until 
the “dance” makes its way around the entire circle.

5. Once the full sequence is complete, ask the group to dance 
the choreography once more.

6. Ask your students what it made them think of. Could this 
choreography tell a story? 

Movement and sound:
To make a further connection between movement and sound, 
repeat the above exercise asking each student to add a sound to 
their movement. In the end, the group will have a choreography 
with a soundscape. Again, ask your students to discuss the narra-
tive possibilities of this seemingly random piece.

You may want to try this exercise in smaller groups and share 
with the class.

dANCe MOves IN A CIRCLe

Begin by allowing your students to create movement or dance sequences with popular songs before you progress to instrumental 
music and more abstract expression.

TeLLINg A sTORy THROugH dANCe

1.  a. Divide the class into groups of 4 or 5.
 b. Play a song (or part of a song) that has a clear 
 narrative for your class. 
 c. Ask the students to discuss the story of the song.
 d. Once they have a story, ask them to tell the story 
 without using words (remind them of all the tools they  
 have: movement, gesture, tableaux, dance and sound). 
 e. Have each group present their story to the class.
 f. Discuss the different methods used and how the story 
 was shown. 

2.  a. Repeat the exercise above with an instrumental piece of 
music that is open to narrative interpretation. 
 b. Discuss the difference between working with a song with 
lyrics and an instrumental piece. 

3.  a. A third variation to this exercise is to read a piece of text 
and ask your students, in small groups, to  
 create a movement or dance sequence that presents the 
story without the text. 
 b. Discuss the different interpretations offered by each group.
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My interest in science goes back to the very beginning of life on 
this planet. Like many others, my existential crisis when I was in 
grade thirteen was to understand ‘the meaning of life’. When I 
was introduced to the process of evolution at the cellular level 
by my very cool biology teacher, Mr. Beck, I had what can only be 
described as a spiritual awakening. I understood my place in the 
universe because I came to understand the basic, yet profound, 
chemistry of life.

So you can appreciate my delight when Artistic Director Allen 
MacInnis asked me if I had any ideas for a play for young people. 
Did I ever. He asked me to write down a proposal. Instead, I 
scurried down to his office and ‘soft-shoed’ my way across his 
carpet with the idea of a little boy who couldn’t walk like other 
kids. A little boy in tap shoes. From there, the long, arduous and 
delightful dance of discovery of this play, i think i can, began. 
In the chemical soup of theatre, in the darkness of the great 
unknown, we mixed the elements: the dancers, the set, the lights, 
the costumes; we added the workshops, the re-writes, the sweat, 
the exuberance and the mysterious ‘x’ factor that makes a play a 
living, breathing organism. The beginning of life. A new world.
 
This is a story told largely without words, through the rhythms 
of tap and percussive sound. The metaphor of dance carries 
the themes, tells the story and illustrates the laws of motion. 
Through applied science, particularly the equation e=mc², the play 
examines bullying and aggression on the schoolyard; it also dem-
onstrates the use and misuse of power. This is the equation that 
defines the relationship between mass and energy in the atom 
bomb. But it also says that, if we move our mass fast enough, at 
the speed of light squared to be exact, we become pure energy, 
the energy contained in our mass. When we tap dance at the 
speed of light squared, we are transformed; we redress the very 
nature of energy itself.
 
Every new theatrical experience creates a world. This play invites 
you to take a step, in this case a tap step, into the world we have 
created for you.

Florence Gibson macDonald

When Florence Gibson approached me with her ideas for this 
story, I was immediately interested. Not often do you see tap 
dance in today’s theatre. And the theme of science and express-
ing scientific principles through footwork, movement and body 
language would be a fun task. 

My most difficult challenge was to tell the story without using 
words. The actors’ feet are essentially their main method of 
communication, enhanced with body language, laughter, facial 
expressions and the occasional grunt, snort and other fun sounds. 
Throughout the rehearsal period, director Conrad Alexandro-
wicz and I had to always assess and reassess how the movement 
helped to tell the story. 

Only the adult characters in the play use words. Every child 
character has signature steps they use, just like we all have differ-
ent voices and dialects when speaking to each other. Tap dance 
is their language. Each child has a different way of speaking to 
each other that can be heard in the different rhythms and accents 
in their tap steps. Even the amount of force they use with their 
feet - be it a more passive “tap” or “flap” step, or an aggressive 

“stamp” - helps to communicate who each character is, and how 
they relate to each other.

It’s been such a learning experience to watch and allow the actors 
to be expressive in their movement, to give them freedom of 
choice - as they would have in a play that uses dialogue - and to 
translate that into dance movement. They have to become cer-
tain characters, communicate their role in the story, remember 
tap dance steps, keep in perfect time, and interact with the other 
actors on stage... it’s not an easy job!

This show is a great opportunity to get young minds interested 
in dance, to lose the stigma of tap dance being “un-cool”, and to 
show that tap dancing isn’t just something “that our grandparents 
used to do!” 

Shawn Byfield

THe INTeRpReTATION
NOTes fROM THe CO-CReATORs

costume.designs.by.julia.tribe
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The inspiration for my design of i think i can was found in the wonders of science, the dynamic art of graffiti 
and the expansive language of modern tap. 

The set, an open schoolyard, offers maximum movement and percussive potential. Above, the universe floats, 
magically illuminating the principles of science. At its centre, a large clock orders the structure of time and 
space. We travel from schoolyard to the classroom using interactive set elements to continually transform the 
stage. Surface textures of chain link, brick and graffiti, work together with a floor grid to render the shifting 
locales. The colour palette ranges from these surfaces to the infinite illumination of the universe above, creating 
continual motion throughout the play.

The costumes are closely linked to the set palette, capitalizing on its suggestive tones to establish strong colour 
and pattern play. The kids’ costuming embraces their charismatic energy and individual style, while also linking 
them to their science projects. The adult costumes are earthbound and clumsy, evoking clown-like qualities 
through exaggeration and simple comic style.

I hope this design offers creative stimulation and opens our minds to the infinite possibilities of collective vision. Enjoy!

Julia Tribe

This show is quite special, because it brings together things that don’t usually occupy the same time and space. 
It’s a play, but it’s mostly told through dance. It’s about ideas that are hard to understand at first, but much of 
the story is told through the feet, so it also brings together things that are easy and things that are difficult. It’s 
a story about science— about wanting to know something— and also about NOT wanting to know; but it’s also 
about what it means for an individual to be marked by having some kind of disability, and trying to live and work 
with a group. It brings together the problem of bullying and the joy people experience when they truly collabo-
rate together. And perhaps most of all it’s about using the knowledge that people discover in a responsible way. 
We hope you enjoy it!

Conrad Alexandrowicz

i think i can is a story where characters listen with their ears and speak with their feet! Tap dancing is the 
language of most of the characters in the play and I hope the audience will be active listeners from the very 
beginning of the play. Tap dancing is a completely musical language – sometimes it’s loud, sometime’s it’s quiet, 
but it’s all about RHYTHM!

As the composer and sound designer for i think i can, I want the music and sound to help to tell the story of 
the play. Some things to think and talk about are:

• different sounds that you hear throughout the play (ie. tapping feet, the teachers voice, big boots stomping, 
music and sound effects).

• which sounds are made by the performers and which sounds are recorded. The recorded sounds are called 
‘sound cues’: some sound cues in the show are sound effects (like the school bell): others are short pieces of 
music 

• how the sounds of the taps and music cues express how a character is feeling 
• where the sounds come from (ie. from the feet of the performers on stage or from a speaker up high above 

the stage or around the audience) 
• which sounds are heard by the audience acoustically (sounds coming from the performers) and which sounds 

are amplified (coming from speakers)
• the sound levels (whether a sound is quiet, loud or some volume in between)

I really enjoyed working with everyone at LkTYP to create ‘i think i can’ and hope you enjoy seeing and hear-
ing the play!

Cathy Nosaty

A NOTe fROM THe seT, COsTuMe ANd  
pROjeCTION desIgNeR

A NOTe fROM THe dIReCTOR

A NOTe fROM THe sOuNd desIgNeR
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ReAdINg LIsT pROvIded by THe  
TORONTO pubLIC LIbRARy

i think i can 
Told through red-hot, urban tap, i think i can is set in the turbulent world of classroom 
cliques and schoolyard politics. Tip, a boy with a disability, and his friends, struggle with 
the class bully and the ambitions of their science teacher. With the grand prize at the 
science fair on the line, friends and enemies vie for dominance.

THEmES:
Bullying, Cooperation, Overcoming challenges

BOOkS:
Amelia’s Science Fair Disaster by Marissa Moss (For grades 5-8)
Jake Drake, Bully Buster by Andrew Clements (For grades 4-5)
Hoot by Carl Hiassen (For Grades 6-8)
Egghead by Caroline Pignat (Teen) 
Getting Revenge on Lauren Wood by Eileen Cook (Teen)*
Fat Cat by Robin Brande (Teen)

jON KApLAN’s INTROduCTION TO sTudeNT RevIeweRs
RevIewINg A pLAy

Theatre is, for me, an art form that tells me something about myself or gets me thinking about the world in 
which I live. 

Whether going to the theatre as a reviewer or simply an audience member, I think that watching a play is an 
emotional experience and not just an intellectual one. I always let a show wash over me, letting it touch my  
feelings, and only later, after the show, do I try to analyze those feelings. 

That’s when I start to think about some of the basic questions you ask when you’re writing a review – what did I 
see (story, characters, themes); how did I respond to what I saw; what parts of the production (script, perfor-
mances, direction, design and possibly other elements) made me feel and think what I did; why was I supposed 
to respond in that fashion? 

When you go to the theatre to review, take a few notes during a show if you feel comfortable doing so, but 
don’t spend your time writing the review during the show; you’ll miss what’s happening onstage.

Writing a review doesn’t mean providing a plot summary. That’s only part of the job; you have to discuss your 
reaction to what you saw and try to explore some of the reasons for that reaction. 

I don’t believe that there’s any such thing as a totally objective piece of criticism. We are all individuals, bringing 
our own backgrounds, experiences and beliefs to a production. In some fashion, every one of us sitting in the 
theatre is a critic, no matter whether we’re writing a review or not; we all react to and form judgments about 
what we see on the stage. 

When I go to a production, I always keep in mind that the people involved in putting it on have worked long and 
hard – weeks, months, sometimes years – getting it onto the stage. Even if I have problems with the result, it’s 
important to respect the  
efforts that went into the show. 

Jon kaplan is senior theatre writer at NOW magazine, where he’s worked for the past 30 years.
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drama in education
Booth, David. Story Drama. 2nd ed., Pembroke Publishers, 2005. 
Neelands, Jonothan, and Tony Goode. 2nd ed., Structuring Drama Work. Cambridge University Press, 2000. 
Swartz, Larry. The New Dramathemes. 3rd ed., Pembroke Publishers, 2002.

drama and Movement
Petriccione, Sylvia. Improvisational Drama Without Words. Yale-New Haven Teachers Institute
www.yale.edu/ynhti/curriculum/units/1990/2/90.02.02.x
Harris, kathleen. Word Dance. Spreading Educator to Educator Developments 
www.seed.mainecenter.org/application/resources.cfm?ID=27

bullying
Chodzinski, Raymond T., ed. “Bullying” in Teaching and Learning,.Vol. 1 No. 3 Winter. Brock-Golden Horseshoe 
Educational Consortium, 2004.
Coloroso, Barbara. The Bully, the Bullied and the Bystander. Toronto: HarperCollins, 2002.
Rigby, k. Stop the Bullying: a Handbook for Teachers. Markham: Pembroke Publishers, 2001
Stones, Rosemary. Don’t Pick on Me: How to Handle Bullying. Markham: Pembroke Publishers, 1993.
Swartz, Larry. “The Bully Issue” in Orbit Magazine, Vol. 34, No. 2, 2004, Toronto.

Bully Online www.successfulunlimited.co.uk/bully/canada.htm
The Canadian Safe Schools Network www.cssn.org
Barbara Coloroso www.kidsareworthit.com

disability and Inclusion
Barry, Monica. Youth Policy and Social Inclusion: Critical Debates with Young People. Routledge, 2005. 
Fisher, Gary and Rhoda Cummings. The Survival Guide for Kids with LD. Monarch Books, 2002.
Liao, Jimmy. The Sound of Colors : A Journey of the Imagination. Little Brown and Co., 2006.

sOuRCes/bIbLIOgRApHy

Arts Impact: making a difference in the lives of students

LkTYP is proud to have Great-West Life, London Life and Canada Life as lead sponsors for its Arts Impact 
programme, which provides opportunities for schools in low-income areas of Toronto to participate in quality arts  
education. Arts Impact’s goal is to deepen students’ understanding of theatre, allowing them to be inspired by the  
material presented on stage and to think in ways that challenge their own perceptions. 

Connections: Addressing the pattern of poverty

There is empirical evidence that children who live in poverty are at greater risk of dropping out 
of school. Studies have also proven that exposure to the arts improves scholastic ability and at-
tendance. Thanks to the generosity of CIBC Children’s Foundation, LkTYP can offer special 
subsidized tickets to qualifying schools.

25 Years

CIBC Children’s Foundation



(formerly Young Peoples Theatre) is the 
largest Theatre for Young Audences 
(TYA) company in Canada and a significant 
institution in the Canadian professional 
theatre community. Over our 45-year his-
tory we have produced many of the most 
important works that now form the canon 
of plays for young audiences in this coun-
try. At the heart of founder Susan Rubes’ 

Allen macInnis
artistic.director

LORRAINe KIMsA
THeATRe fOR yOuNg peOpLe
165 fRONT sTReeT eAsT
TORONTO, ON M5A 3Z4
416.862.2222
LKTyp.CA

yeARs Of
yOuNg peOpLe’s
THeATRe

LORRAINe KIMsA THeATRe fOR yOuNg peOpLe

eduCATION &
pARTICIpATION depARTMeNT
KAReN gILOdO
eduCATIONAL seRvICes COORdINATOR 
416.363.5131 x230 
KgILOdO@LKTyp.CA

idea for Young Peoples Theatre (YPT) was a belief that children 
deserve a theatre of their own – with resources and standards no 
lesser than those for adults. She believed – as we do today – that 
young people deserve good theatre because theatre is good for 
young people.

Through the communal experience of the theatre we create for 
them, children can receive indications of what is important, funny, 
trivial; positive, negative, wrong, right, rightish, wrongish; frighten-
ing, reassuring, empowering, unavoidable; familiar, new, eternal … 
We strongly believe that even through the most playful of plays, 
we are speaking powerfully to children about the community and 
the world in which they live.

Therefore, at the centre of the artistic policy of LkTYP is a desire 
to have a positive and lasting impact on the emotional, social, 
and intellectual development of young people. We want children 

to be imprinted with experiences that will increase their access 
to the world, in order for them to grow into the unique and 
wonderful people they were born to be. To do this, our program-
ming is drawn from the world classics of children’s stories, from 
contemporary works, from the new plays we develop, and from 
productions showcasing the most innovative and accomplished 
theatre for young audiences by other Canadian and international 
theatre companies.

At LkTYP, because we are serious about child development 
through theatre art, children can experience our work as either 
audience members or theatre creators. We extend the learning 
opportunities of our professional productions through our sub-
stantial Education & Participation Department. The Department’s 
services for teachers and students helps connect curriculum 
objectives and learning outcomes to the content of our profes-
sional productions; its Community Participation projects link our 
theatre skill with the educational aspirations of partners who 
are dedicated to the growth of young people; our interest-based 
Drama School offers young people the chance to engage deeply 
in the excitement of theatre art; and our Community Volunteer 
programme offers everyone who wants it, the opportunity to 
participate in the mission of LkTYP. 

LkTYP is not only a professional theatre for young audiences but 
a vital community-based centre of arts education.

GOVERNMENT & FOUNDATION PARTNERS

The Ontario Arts Council and the Ontario Trillium Foundation are agencies of the Government of Ontario.

EDUCATION PARTNERSSEASON PARTNER


